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Web developer pivoting from an agency working on primarily CMS driven sites to a more challenging web 
applications career. Taking lead on projects I’ve refined my skills by being involved with both the tech team 
and the client. My duties have involved the entire project lifecycle: pitch meetings, defining project scope, 
rapid prototyping, frontend architecture design, technical effort estimations, initial development, site launch, 
and client support, code maintenance, as well as dev environment improvements. I am often brought in by 
other teams as a resource for motion-based interactions due to my background in videography and interest in 
CSS/JS animations. Outside of work I am active in the coding community attending: hackathons, javascript 
meetups, and art/tech conferences like the Kikk Festival in Belgium. 

 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Hanson Dodge, Milwaukee, WI — Interface 
Developer 

JUNE 2018 - PRESENT 

- Responsible for collaborating with various inhouse and 
external backend teams and designers to deliver sites for 
our clients 

- Collaboration with UX/Creative to streamline and 
document cross functional processes 

- Participate in Scrum workflow (sprint planning, daily 
standups, retrospectives..)  
utilizing Jira + Bitbucket 

- In collaboration with the FE lead, I implemented  visual 
regression testing using backstop.js 

TECH :: JS - Vanilla JS, vue.js, Gulp (40%) | CSS - SASS, 
Grid, Flexbox, Animations (40%) | .NET - Templating (20%) 

EDUCATION 

Milwaukee Area Technical 
College — Associates of 
Interactive Media (Honors) 

JANUARY 2015 - MAY 2017 

Team Treehouse Online 
Classes — @iamstevenjacob 

AUGUST 2014 - AUGUST 2016 

INSPIRATION 

:: Hackathons   :: Kikk Festival  

:: Videography  :: Songwriting  

:: Hiking/Biking :: Travel 

Byte Studios, Milwaukee, WI — Full Stack Developer 

NOV 2015 - JUNE 2018 

- Project lead through entire lifecycle to build custom, full-featured websites 
- Trained clients to update content and report issues using the CMS 
- Developed new and existing internal frameworks to help speed up production 
- Extended CMS admin tools like on page image galleries, and event registration management 
- Managed junior developers and encouraged their growth and development 
- Elevated UX by utilizing google analytics event tracking 

TECH :: JS - JQuery, Vanilla JS, vue.js (25%) | CSS - Flexbox, Animations (30%) | PHP - Templating 
site and CMS, Controllers backend and frontend (35%) |  MySQL - Writing queries for backend and 
frontend controllers (10%) 

   

https://stevenjacobprice.com/
mailto:hello@stevenjacobprice.com
https://github.com/whiteboxpub
https://teamtreehouse.com/iamstevenjacob


Freelance/Open Source — Full Stack Developer 

DEC 2014 - PRESENT 

- Build sites that have high creative or experimental value 
- Prototype and execute front end animations and transitions 
- Collaborate on community focused initiatives 

TECH :: JS  - vue.js, two.js, express.js, rollup.js, axios (60%) | CSS  - SASS, Grid, Flexbox, Animations, 
Transforms, Masking (30%) | PHP - Templating, Controllers backend and frontend (5%) | MySQL - 
Writing queries for backend and frontend controllers (5%)  

HIGHLIGHT PROJECTS 

Villa Terrace — Professional Website 

MAY 2018 

- Lead throughout the project lifecycle: discovery, inspiration, site mapping, development and site 
launch. Design handoff utilized Sketch/Figma for exporting assets. Concentrated efforts in the area of 
motion/ui development. Frontend involved: vue.js, panzoom.js, moment.js, macy.js swiper.js, and the 
HTML5 history API. 

TECH :: JS | CSS | PHP | MySQL 

Whitefish Bay Public Library — Professional Website 

JANUARY 2018 

- Integrated an event registration system which included: user account creation, event 
registration/cancellation through a 'My Events' user dashboard, automated event notifications, and new 
admin tools within the CMS for library staff. It was also my role to handle the project discovery (user 
types & user actions), wire-framing, and extending the existing design to the newly added components. 

TECH :: JS | CSS | PHP | MySQL 

Vue Hours — Open Source Personal Project (Work in Progress) 

SEPTEMBER 2018 

- Time tracking app for logging work. Component driven Vue.js app that utilizes vuex for state 
management. Future scope includes jira integration through an express.js microservice backend. 

TECH :: JS | CSS | HTML | GIT | NPM 

ScrollMotion — Open Source Personal Project 

JANUARY 2018 

- Small vanilla javascript library for x,y transforms while scrolling. Inspired by Rellax.js, I needed a scroll 
animation library that waited for elements to be visible before animating. This library is currently 
available on github/npm. 

TECH :: JS | GIT | NPM 

   

https://www.villaterrace.org/
https://www.wfblibrary.org/
https://vue-hours.netlify.com/
https://dev.stevenjacobprice.com/demo-figma/


Erinn Springer — Photo/Video Portfolio Website 

DECEMBER 2017 - PRESENT (Support) 

- Design requirements included text clipping and custom layout positioning. CMS admin tool for an on 
page image gallery builder. Frontend involved: jq-clipthru, jQuery, masonry.js, overlayScrollbars.js, css 
grid, and flexbox. 

TECH :: CSS | HTML | PHP | JS | MySQL 

Fuel Cafe — Professional Website 

SEPTEMBER 2017 

- Experimental design exploration to feature two restaurant locations side by side. Significant efforts in 
the area of motion/UI development as well as google event tracking. Frontend involved: slick.js, 
moment.js, split.js, flexbox, and the HTML5 History API. 

TECH :: jQuery | HTML | CSS | PHP | MySQL 

https://springerinn.com/
https://fuelcafe.netlify.com/

